
 

 

Abstract 

The presentation will start with special features of the advertising genre and will present advertisements 
where these features are crucial in advancing understanding of the types of problems facing ad 
translators. It will then present  

• shifts in advertisement translating between English and Greek, which relate to modifications in 
content and linguistic devices.  It will then take content shifts a step further, by examining  

• how tourism advertising may manage the content of ads in manufacturing the Asian identity in 
the Greek context, in terms of Urry’s (2005) gaze types of tourism destination consumption.  

The presentation then tackles automobile industry advertisements to show 

• how Eastern and Western automobile industries may assume awareness of different cultural 
values in promoting their products and how the Greek advertisers modify these values on the 
Greek versions of the industry’s websites. Shifts may be accounted for in terms of Hampden-
Turner and Fons Trompenaars’ (2000) six dimensions of cultural diversity. 

The presentation shows how advertisement translation culturalizes economic life, which is a desirable 
direction in studying intercultural exchange. 
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